Notice to customers who purchase Transit Link tickets

You can purchase and load Stored Value to a single Go-To Card and no longer need keep track of paper tickets.

As of March 15, customers can enclose full books of Transit Link coupons and transfer to a Go-To Card. These cards can hold up to $400 in stored value. Partial books of tickets cannot be transferred to a Go-To Card. Use them for your next rides.

To convert your Transit Link coupons to stored value on a Go-To Card, simply fill out a new Go-To Card order form and the exchange form below, then enclose the books of tickets (complete books only) as payment with your order form.

Transit Link

Exchange form:

Name ____________________________________________

Phone number ____________________________________

Please exchange the enclosed books:

Quantity of Transit Link books ____________

X $22.50 each full book

Total value to transfer = $ _______________
(no bonus given on exchanges)

Check box:
☐ new Go-To Card needed
☐ existing Go-To card refill

Serial number: _________ - _________ - _________ - _________
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